
 

The minority rule of TPLF and the plight of the 

Oromo people 

It is now 20 years since the minority regime controlled Ethiopia exploiting the exceptional 

circumstance of that day. In these times the regime has created a system of divided and rule, 

created all sort of mechanisms to create inter ethnic conflict and nurtured the spirit of 

animosity among the people to sustain its repressive rule. What is more, it has been killing 

without mercy, imprisoned in tens of thousands and forced many thousands to exiles from 

their home, family and community as a way to elongate its brutal dictatorship. 

Right after the EPRDF consolidated its power in Ethiopia, its current leaders have vowed to 

enable the Ethiopian people to eat three times a day, to create unity in making hunger a 

history and to make Ethiopia and its citizens proud in reversing all the odds in the country. 

But the TPLF regime is busy doing exactly the opposite of what it promised two decades ago. 

Instead of working to make hunger a history in Ethiopia the regimes have enlisted even a lot 

new areas under highly affected areas, areas which have never experienced hunger in their 

history. Today the majority cannot feed themselves more than once a day. Many victims’ 

lives are being saved by the aid organizations. According to the Human Rights Watch, even 

the food aid is politicized and according to some other reports some peoples have already died 

of hunger for their lack of commitment to EPRDF membership as food rationing too is based 

on party membership.  

Within today’s circumstance, the plight of Oromo people is getting worse and worse in 

Ethiopia. Due to land grabbing and unjustified transfer of land from farmers to few selected 

cadres and foreign investors, tens of thousands of productive hands are forced to look for 

supports for their existence. Due to this many families were broken, children’s were through 

on the street and labor abuse is at its pick as the former farmers were forced in to laborers 

camp. It really looks becoming an Oromo itself is becoming a crime. It is becoming like 

pushing a mountain to get a job for an ordinary person and especially for a professional job 

for these educated and qualified individuals.  

In today’s TPLF Ethiopia, almost all the economy is monopolized directly or indirectly by the 

TPLF trading companies. Due to this normal traders are in a serious problem for their 

existence. The existing few varieties are people who are engaged in a business that gives little 



interest to the TPLF bosses. Even to do that they have to corrupt the long and unending 

bureaucracy of the intelligence, police, and administration. These people are engaged in small 

and risky business. What is more, when they start to rise up they will be blamed for 

supporting Oromo Liberation Front and as a result their properties will be looted. Lack of 

support for the existing government by itself will end up someone in prison. Fabricated 

charges like tax evasion are also other way of confiscating individual properties. There is a 

serious of planned and deliberate conspiracy going on to weaken and impoverish the Oromo. 

These conspiracies plus the unlawful imprisonment, kidnapping and killing has already 

shocked the people and the Oromo is living in a complete nightmare.  

In all directions the situation in Ethiopia is deteriorating and there is no hope for improvement 

under the current regime. Poverty is deep rooted and cost of livings are souring the more the 

TPLF led EPRDF government stayed on power, this can be observed clearly from the life of 

the people itself.  Today it is getting too difficult to get and afford to buy the basic food stuffs. 

The waiting line for sugar, oil, and gains are now counted in days not in hours. Even that is 

for these who afford to buy it. Some have already started telling the history of these items as 

they are no more the users.  

The situation for the Ethiopian people especially for the Oromo is worse beyond imagination. 

Due to the regular increase of the cost of fertilizer and subsequent decision to plough without 

fertilizers, have resulted in low productivity to the Oromo farmers and their future is marred 

by lack of income and poverty.  Unfortunately, the unending order of the government for 

financial contribution in the name of development, Nile dam, road, school and other looting 

mechanism have complicated the situations and they are forced to give from what they don’t 

have enough  for life.  

These who are living in the towns have no different situation. Due to the increase in house 

rent, transportation, cost of food and others, they are forced to push a painful life. While the 

income is actually for hand to mouth, the countless order for contribution from the 

government side has tested many and to be able to dine once a day can be taken as proves of 

strength.  

Today only the TPLF cadres and their cliques can live with stability and dignity. They can 

live in abundance and luxury because they are engaged in daylight looting, are busy selling 

the country and its lands to foreigners. They have all what they need and the suffering of the 

people is not theirs and they have practiced to benefit from the tragedy and hunger of the 

people at large.  

Until this evil power is removed from power the plight and tragedy of our people will 

continue. Democratic rights and human dignity will shrink the more the regime stays on 

power. Instead of making hunger and poverty history, the regime is on the way to put the 

whole country to be engulfed with it. Under Woyane TPLF neither democratic nor human 

rights are going to be respected. The imprisonment and killing will continue. To make people 

busy with life, the regime will continue to deliberately damaging the life of the people. In the 

name of terrorism, corruption, opposition and other charges dragging the Oromo to prison 

cells will continue.  



Therefore the whole Oromo people, living in rural and urban areas, educated or not, members 

of the ruling government or resistant; taking all these facts and the looming future danger in to 

consideration have to work hard for the way out. This is the responsibility of each and 

everybody us. No one is going to save us from this nightmare except we fight for ourselves. 

Instead of living hundred years under repression and slavery, lets us commit ourselves to live 

one day in freedom. Under repression and slavery we have hunger, poverty, backwardness 

and other evils stuff for granted, but we can never find development, respect and freedom 

there. It is you and me who should fight for a bright future now.  

 

The struggle shall continue and dictatorship will demise. 

Qeerroo, June 14, 2011 


